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ABSTRACT

The photoproduction of the gravitons on the spinor particles in the gravitational theory

is considered. In contradiction with the previous result of the other author [8] we show that, in the

low energy limit, the photon intermediate states give a main contribution in the cross-section and,

in both low and high energy limits, the probability of the graviton creation is higher in the direction

of the photon motion.
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1.INTRODUCTION

The fundamental consequence of the reiativiatic theory of gravitation it the ex-
istence of gravitational waves. Einstein n i the first to investigate them [ 1 |. For a.
long time (up to the early sixties), gravitational radiation has been thought of as a
phenomenon of great theoretical interest, but of no relevance to the real world. But
today the situation Is radically dwged the existence of gravitational wives is a subject
of many experimental studies j 2 ]. Theorists have considered a lot of effects to find
them in direct way | 3 - 6 ). In order to increase probabilities of the effects, one has
to consider mixed processes with electromagnetic interaction. The photoproduction
on the spinor particles is one of these processes. We can consider any charged spin
\ fermion, but for definiteness we shall take it to be the electron. This process was
first considered by Vladimirov ( 7 | in the limit E( > jfco,, Ei > km, where E, is
the energy of the initial spinor. Afterwards, Mironovski calculated the effect in the
laboratory frame [ 8 ] and found that contributions of diagrams with the photon
intermediate states in amplitude cancel each other and gravitons are not created in
the direction of the photon motion in the high energy limit. Here we consider again
this effect and obtain the results different from those of Mironovski. The goal of
this paper is to show the differences between these two calculations.

2. CROSS- SECTION

Let us consider the process in which the initial state has the photon 7 with
momentum kt and the electron e with momentum p\ and the final state has the
graviton g with momentum kj and the electron e with momentum pi

1 + e —• g + e .

This process is described by Einstein - Maxwell - Dirac Lagrangian1

( 1 )

We shall work with the linear approximation :

f,"" = diag(

and use the quantization scheme of Gupta | 9 |.
Substitution of ( 3 ) into ( 2 ) gives the following vertices

'There a no problem with nonrenormmliiability, btciuH we will coiuidcr procenet *t the tree
level, ind they an finite.



where L,^{g,^),LiM{A,il,),LiM[A,g) and liHl{A,g,^) describe the graviton -
spinor - spinor, photon - spinor - spinor, graviton - photon - photon, graviton -
photon - spinor - spinor vertices respectively. The graviton - photon - photon vertex
is given in the ref.j 10 [. We have taken into account the fact that y in ( 2 ) depends
on the tetrad, but the V occurrir^ in the vertices is constant.

In the tree approach the process ( 1 ) is represented by the diagrams ( a - d )
of fig.l, the heavy lines denoting spinor particles, the wave lines - photons and the
dashed lines - gravitons.

fr ft
( a ) (d)

Note that in the calculation or Mironovski j 8 | there are two diagrams with the
photon prapogator as show in figure 2.

We shall work in the laboratory frame and use the following notations: w, = |jt,|
A>i-|fcil ant* s '8 t n e angle between kt and fcj.
The contributions of the diagrams a,b,c, and d in fig.l to the scattering amplitude
are respectively,

= 0 ( for real gravitons ) ,

where n,0,6,... = 1, 2, 3 ; j*,«/,... = 0, 1, 2, 3, ; A^Br) = \{A,,Br + A*B»).

After cumbersome standard calculations we get

~ l?«'»>2' - 2m(l + eo

_ cost)] - " ? ' '" ' ' j i '
+ c " < ) + *%*sin

It is appropriate to make a remark about the last term in ( < ) . It appears from
the contribution of diagram d in fig.l. Below we shall show that this term itself
gives main contribution in the cross- section not only in the low energy limit but also
in the high energy limit at small scattering angle. In Mironovski's calculation the
contributions of two last diagrams in fig.2 in amplitude were considered to cancel
each other. For this the last term in ( 4 ) is absent in the analogous Mironovski's
formula. The ordinary Feynman rules [ 11,12 j, however, give only one diagram with
the photon propagator, namely the last diagram in fig.l. It is the main difference
between our calculation and Mironovski's.
In order to determine the angle distribution of the gravitons we have to express u>i
as function of W| and 8 according to the Compton relation

(

Using ( 5 ) we have



+ cas8) + »in>

Wl + ^(1 - coa$)\') .

In the low energy limit W\ — uj < m, ( 6 ) becomes

Note that the right-hand side of ( 6a ) appears from the last term in ( 6 ),

In the high energy limit wi, we have to execute calculations analogously to that
in | 13 ], i.e. in this case there are two limiting cases: 9 « J*± and * 3> J^.

for u»i :*>m and • «e

for > m and •

Note that the right-hand side of ( 6b ) appears from the last term in { 6 ) too.
For 9 - yj^, wi >m both formulas ( 6b ) and ( 6c ) give the same result. This
shows that for u>i >m , the formula ( 6b ) givea correct approach of the angle
distribution in 0< 8 < y^ and the formula ( 6c } - in 9 > J^, From ( 6a ) -
( 6c ) we see that the right-hand sides monotonously increase when 6 decreases.
In limiting cases, therefore the probabilities of graviton creation are largest in the
direction of the photon motion. This conclusion coincides with that of calcula-
tion in the center of mass frame and contradicts with Mironovski's. It is because
as mentioned above in Mironovski's calculation ther.e are not contributions of di-
agrams with the photon propagator on one hand, on the other hand in the high
energy limit Mironovski simply kept the terms of the highest order of U| and ne-
glected the dependence of trigonometric functions on their argument. In fact this
dependence is quite important, for example, when w, 3> m and * <: J^ we have
^»inaff as 2^(1 - cosB) as «Jff' « 1 and therefore in this case we must keep the
lowest terms on 1

The investigation of the angle distributions is especially simplified in the center
of mass frame. In this frame we have

( 7 )

in the low energy limit k<m and

in the high energy limit k>m , in which k is the absolute value of the 3- momen-
tum, 9 is scattering angle in the center of mass frame and m is mass of the spinor
particle.

From ( 7 ) and ( 8 ) we see that the probability of the graviton creation is higher
at 6 = 0. This coincides with the above conclusion.

3. CONCLUSION

Our results can be summarized as follows:
a- The photon intermediate states give main contributions in the cross- section not
only in the low energy limit but also in the high energy limit at small scattering
angle.
b- In both low and high energy limits it is in the direction of the photon motion
that the probabilities of graviton creation are largest.

These conclusions are quite different from those of Mironovski.
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